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Abstract. Economic capital can intensively reflect the risk of the overall level of the enterprise, and 

is an effective enterprise risk management channels and important means. At present, market risk is 

the most prominent risk in the overall economic capital measurement system, according to the 

former Chinese insurance company operation and asset investment ratio characteristics, this paper 

use Tail Var method for the Chinese insurance company economic capital is measured. The results 

indicate that the amount of economic capital of Chinese insurance companies is quite different from 

each other, the division's level of risk management is very different. Each insurance company shall 

be established in accordance with its own operating conditions and risk control capabilities, 

economic capital as the core of the risk management system framework to effectively deal with risk 

losses. 

Introduction 

Economic capital is a complete set of risk management system that developed by integrating the 

latest research results of risk management. It originated from the bank's management of risk, and has 

been widely used within the bank. In the late 1970s, the former Bank of America Trust used 

economic capital as a unified measure of risk to assess the profitability of its transactions capability, 

proposed the concept of risk-adjusted return on capital (Risk-Adjusted Return On Capita, RAROC). 

In the 1980s, the concept and method of economic capital were gradually applied in the credit sector 

of large international banks. Today, many industries are also beginning to use the technology of 

economic capital to describe、quantify and manage the risks faced by management companies. For 

the insurance company, economic capital can not only solve the problems of old solvency regulation, 

but also provide real capital requirements from the aspects of market risk, credit risk and operational 

risk based on the existing risks of insurance companies, so as to ensure the healthy and sustainable 
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development of the entire insurance industry. Therefore, for insurance companies, how to 

effectively allocate economic capital for risk management and capital management, how to improve 

insurance companies' ability to resist risks, improve their risk management system and enhance their 

ability to create value has strong theoretical and practical significance. 

Literature review 

Busic(1994) started his research on the relationship between risk and value early and tried to apply 

this risk-capital-value management framework to the insurance industry. After more than ten years 

of research and implementation, economic capital has gradually become an important value 

management framework for major international insurance companies. At present, the major 

international insurance regulators, academic institutions and insurance companies have actively 

carried out the research and application of economic capital, and made great progress and fruitful 

results in the methods, evaluation, application, improvement and future development of economic 

capital. 

Economic capital measurement is essentially dependent on the risk measurement process. The 

economic capital of a company can be measured in two ways, and then the fluctuation of the 

company’s overall income or loss can be paid attention to. By means of quantitative method, the 

fluctuation can be converted into the amount of economic capital(Doherty,2000) required by the 

company as a whole. Swiss(2006) published a series of research reports on the application of 

economic capital in various insurance companies, which also shows that economic capital has been 

fully applied in all insurance companies including life insurance, property insurance, reinsurance 

and so on. 

Alexander(2005),Cunnnins(2001),Doherty(2000),Froot(2001),Goto(2007)and others made a 

comprehensive study on the role of economic capital in enterprise risk management culture, process, 

framework and results, think the capital as a comprehensive risk management frame for operational 

risk, market risk, business risk, credit risk, policy risk and risk management are broadly and 

advanced management ideas and methods. 

Chen bing (2006); Wei yingning and Chen ge (2009) also studied the concept and measurement 

method of economic capital, and made in-depth discussions on the theoretical basis of economic 

capital and the assessment of fair value of liabilities and other important issues.Lu changrong and 

Sun hua (2009), based on EVT and Copula function, effectively measured the economic capital of 

integrated risks and better depicted the non-linear correlation between the high peak and thick tail of 

insurance risks and business risks. Ying xiaoyan, Yao yunliang (2012); Wang wen, Guo xiang 

(2012); Gao gan (2015) put forward the necessity and main ways for China's insurance industry to 
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apply economic capital management to risk management, and put forward corresponding solutions 

to the difficulties encountered in the development of the insurance industry. 

Risk measurement of insurance industry 

The concept of economic capital mainly involves three factors: (1) risk measurement; (2) confidence 

level; (3) time span. Confidence level and time span are selected according to the specific 

requirements of each company when modeling. This section describes risk measures. 

Currently, the two most applicable Risk measures are Value at Risk (VaR) and Tail Value at Risk 

(TailVaR). VaR is called "value at risk" or "value at risk", which refers to the maximum possible 

loss of a certain financial asset or security portfolio in a specific period of time in the future under a 

certain probability level (Degree of confidence). Compared with traditional risk measurement 

methods,VaR provides an overall view of the combined risks of leverage, correlation and current 

positions, and is known as a forward-looking risk measurement method. Risk measurement is the 

process of converting a random variable representing risk into an actual value. Assuming that X 

represents random risk, ρ is the risk measurement function, and r is the risk measurement value, then 

the risk measurement process can be expressed as:r =ρ（X） 

Assuming that the risk measure function isρ（.）, ρ（.） is the consistent risk measure function for 

any two non-negative losses of risk X and Y if the following four conditions are met.  

(1) Subadditivity: ρ (X+Y) ≤ ρ(X) +ρ (Y). Subadditivity is the primary characteristic of risk 

measurement function, which indicates that the economic capital of combined risks is not greater 

than the sum of economic capital of independent risks, which reflects the diversification effect.  

(2) Translation Invariance (Translation Invariance) : for any constant θ, has:       ρ（X+θ）＝ρ（X）

+θ. The invariance of translation indicates the increased risk if there is no uncertainty, such as the 

increase of cash in assets, then the corresponding cash part can be deducted from the economic 

capital, which is equal to the increase of cash part can be deducted from the corresponding amount 

of economic capital.  

(3) Positive Homogeneity : for any normal number of λ, has: ρ（λX）＝λρ（X）. The positive 

homogeneity indicates that the risk of assets is positively proportional to the size of assets when the 

proportion of asset portfolio is certain. 

(4) Monotonicity . If X≤Y, P (X) ≤P (Y).  

Monotony suggests that, for all possible outcomes, if a risk causes a greater loss, then its risk level 

should be higher, requiring higher economic capital. This point seems self-evident. Monotony 
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requirements can also be replaced by the following non-negative conditions, that is, for any 

non-negative risk X, are ρ（X）≥0. 

In the existing research literature, it is generally assumed that the return rate of capital assets obeys 

normal distribution, and accordingly the asset price obeys logarithmic normal distribution, so the 

standard deviation (or variance) naturally becomes a tool to measure risks.But variance or standard 

deviation is not a consistent risk measure because it does not satisfy the transition invariance 

principle.In view of this, a new risk measurement function has been proposed,namely E (X/ 

X >xg)，Where, xq is the quantile of risk X when the probability is (1-q).When risk X is 

continuously distributed, its TailVaR obeys the consistency principle of risk measurement.So 

TailVaR function is defined as follows: p (X) =E (X/ X>xq). TailVaR takes into account not only 

the frequency of bankruptcies, but also the expected losses resulting from bankruptcies.At the same 

time,TailVaR is monotonic, positive homogeneous, translational invariance and subadditivity, and 

its subadditivity is not limited to the elliptic distribution family, and can be applied to any random 

variable. 

Sample selection and data sources 

This paper selects 29 insurance companies with a large share of assets in China's insurance market，

Its management ability and level of management can also better represent the overall development 

of China's insurance industry, a good representative.Therefore, panel data of a total of 10 years from 

2007 to 2016 were selected as the research object.The information and data required by the institute 

are all from China insurance yearbook and China insurance statistical yearbook.A small amount of 

data information comes from the annual reports or reports disclosed by companies on their official 

websites. The information and data sources are highly accurate and authoritative. 

Analysis of insurance company's ability to resist risks 

All insurance companies are to obtain their own profit maximization as the management goal, so be 

sure to in the process of actual operation and security goals in the direction of the target, if the 

deviation from the management goal, as a risk, how to grasp the balance between risk and profit, 

risk and efficiency, the insurance company does not bear too much risk, and to maintain the proper 

development and research of great significance. 

In view of this, this paper chooses the ratio of liabilities to current assets as the indicator of solvency, 

and the ratio can reflect the strength of solvency, so as to evaluate the anti-risk ability of insurance. 

The final comprehensive evaluation result expected in this paper is consistent with the efficiency 

value, and the value obtained is a number of 0 to 1 basis points. According to the efficiency frontier 
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method,this paper builds the front edge of anti-risk ability of the insurance industry. Suppose i = 

1... ,I insurance company.For each company, the ratio of liabilities to current assets in the same year 

is i, and the value of its anti-risk ability is i. Take the lowest ratio of liabilities to current assets in the 

same year mini(i) as the frontier of anti-risk ability, then the ratio of liabilities to current assets of 

each insurance company is (see Table 1) : 

Table 1. Liabilities to current assets of 29 insurance companies in 2016 
 

Company name Debt to current 
assets Company name Debt to current 

assets 

1.China Life Insurance 1.254396 16. People’s reinsurance of 
China 1.139274 

2.Ping An life insurance 3.591154 17.China land property insurance 1.402037 
3.China Pacific Life Insurance 0.944674 18.China United Insurance 1.844158 
4.New China Life Insurance 3.786479 19.China Pacific Insurance  1.710897 

5.Taikang Life Insurance 2.055635 20.China Ping An Property 
Insurance 1.065282 

6.Tai Ping Life 3.693625 21.Huatai Property Insurance 8.4905l53 
7.Minsheng Life 2.778941 22.Huaan Property Insurance 2.042050 
8.AIA Life 2.637177 23.Yongan Property Insurance 1.273170 

9.China Hong Life 3.636748 24.Yongcheng Property 
Insurance 1.534625 

10.Prudential Life 3.149040 25.Japanese Property Insurance 0.353840 
11.Sino Italian life insurance 2.014109 26.Maya Property Insurance 0.718974 
12.Haier New York Life 1.918777 27.Allianz Insurance 0.964647 
13.Sino British life 1.974353 28.Sanxing fire at sea 0.409862 

14.Met Life 4.106695 29.Sumitomo Mitsui maritime 
fire 0.524141 

15.People’s Insurance of 
China 1.703296  

Taking the data (Table 1) as an example, the value was substituted into formula (1) to obtain the 

anti-risk ability of 29 insurance companies in 2016 (see Table 2).  

I =exp {- [i-mini(I)]}                                   formula (1) 

Table 2. Value of anti-risk ability of 29 insurance companies in 2016 

Company name Resistance to 
risk Company name Resistance to 

risk 
1.China Life Insurance 0.406344 16. People’s reinsurance of China 0.455922 
2.Ping An Life Insurance 0.039269 17.China Land Property Insurance 0.350569 
3.China Pacific Life Insurance 0.553865 18.China United Insurance 0.225301 
4.New China Life Insurance 0.032302 19.China Pacific Insurance  0.257417 
5.Taikang Life Insurance 0.182356 20.China Ping An Property 

Insurance 0.490936 

6.Tai Ping Life 0.035445 21.Huatai Property Insurance 0.000293 
7.Minsheng Life 0.088469 22.Huaan Property Insurance 0.18485 
8.AIA Life 0.101943 23.Yongan Property Insurance 0.398786 
9.China Hong Life 0.037519 24.Yongcheng Property Insurance 0.307038 
10.Prudential Life 0.061103 25.Japanese Property Insurance 1.000000 
11.Sino Italian Life Insurance 0.190088 26.Maya Property Insurance 0.694104 
12.Haier New York Life 0.209101 27.Allianz Insurance 0.542913 
13.Sino British Life 0.197797 28.Sanxing Fire at Sea 0.945518 
14.Met Life 0.023451 29.Sumitomo Mitsui Maritime Fire 0.843411 
15.People’s Insurance of China 0.259381  
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Table 2 shows that Japan ranked first among 29 insurers in 2016 in terms of risk resilience, followed 

by samsung fire, sumitomo mitsui and meiya. Among the top 4 insurance companies, all were 

foreign-funded property insurance companies, and huatai property insurance ranked the last, which 

was also the foreign insurance company with the lowest risk resistance.As can be seen from Table 1, 

the liabilities of Huatai insurance are the lowest risk tolerance because of the largest of 29 insurance 

companies at 8.490553, compared with current assets.The No. 1 Japanese property-insurance 

liability in 2016 was 0.35384 compared with current assets, with a risk tolerance of about 24 times 

that of Huatai.According to the overall situation of 29 insurance companies in 2016, property 

insurance companies occupy the first half of the overall ranking, while life insurance companies 

occupy the second half, indicating that property insurance companies are generally more resistant to 

risks than life insurance companies.Among them, foreign property insurance companies as a whole 

ranked in the top of the whole property insurance companies, and foreign life insurance companies 

as a whole ranked in the top of the whole life insurance companies, which indicates that both the 

property insurance companies of foreign companies and life insurance companies of foreign 

companies have better anti-risk ability than Chinese insurance companies. 

Measurement of economic capital 

Measuring formula 

According to the definition of VaR, the conditional probability can be used to represent the VaR(X) 

of the random variable X. 

VaR (X ) α =in f {x | Pr(X ≤ x) ≥α}                             formula(2) 

To enable VaR to add up and calculate the overall risk, TailVaR, a consistent measurement indicator, 

is introduced, which means the loss exceeds the expectation of VaR.TailVaR meets the requirements 

of consistency and is expressed as follows: 

TailVaR= E[X | X VaR (X )]                                                formula(3) 

VaR (X)α is the quantile corresponding to the cumulative probability of risk X reaching (1-q), 

which can also be expressed as x q. The distribution function of TailVaR can be expressed as: 

                formula(4) 

Therefore, its density function is:  

                                               formula(5) 

As a result, 

TailVaR=        formula(6) 
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In this paper, it is approximately assumed that TailVaR obeys normal distribution, so the standard 

normal density function is substituted into formula (6) and sorted out: 

                                                           formula(7) 

The values of VaR and TailVaR of the standard normal distribution under different bankruptcy 

probabilities are shown in Table 3. The values of TailVaR of the general normal distribution can be 

calculated through formula (7). 

Table 3. Standard normal distribution of VaR and TailVaR values under different 

bankruptcy probabilities 

probability of ruin 5.00% 4.00% 3.00% 2.00% 1.00% 0.50% 0.10% 
VaR 1.6449 1.7507 1.8808 2.0537 2.3263 2.5758 3.0902 

TailVaR 2.0627 2.1543 2.2861 2.4209 2.6652 2.8919 3.3671 
 

To measure the economic capital of Chinese insurance companies, it is necessary to find indicators 

that can measure the rate of capital loss. Return on assets (ROC) can measure the total return of 

enterprises, and its negative value can indicate the loss rate of enterprises. 

Hypothesis 1: the negative return on assets (ROC) of Chinese insurance companies represents their 

loss rate. 

The measurement of TailVaR requires the loss rate to meet the normal distribution. However, due to 

the short time span of the sample company, it is difficult to explain the characteristics of the normal 

distribution from the data. However, based on the experience of Banks and other financial 

institutions, the return on assets basically meets the characteristics of the normal distribution. 

Hypothesis 2: return on assets (ROC) of Chinese insurance companies obeys normal distribution. 

China's life insurance industry is in a period of rapid development, and the industry capital keeps 

accumulating. In order to dilute the profit growth brought by the increase of capital and reasonably 

measure its capital loss, the return on assets (ROC) is defined as: 

ROC= current year net profit/( Total assets of the previous year + total assets of the next year) /2x 

100%                                                                                       formula (8) 

Analysis Results 

Firstly, the financial data of major Chinese insurance companies from 2007 to 2016 were used to 

obtain their ROC value according to formula (8). 
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Table 4. ROC values of life insurance companies 
year company1 company2 company 3 company 4 company 5 company 6 company 7 
07 0.007158939 0.010374 -0.00354 -0.00918 0.002041 -0.03443 -0.04954 
08 0.010456033 0.011323 0.002372 0.000373 0.003126 -0.02511 -0.11714 
09 0.013594798 0.014898 0.006791 0.00328 0.004644 -0.00814 -0.07386 
10 0.031630755 0.019088 0.019686 0.003049 0.021202 0.026949 -0.02547 
11 0.010320293 -0.0035 0.011306 0.011109 0.008788 0.004485 -0.05058 
12 0.026940519 0.018345 0.017527 0.012823 0.012356 0.001162 -0.0047 
13 0.02396959 0.011457 0.012168 0.007325 0.007139 0.008508 0.000798 
14 0.011674297 0.012603 0.006893 0.007196 0.003877 0.005102 0.000384 
15 0.005936018 0.007288 0.004471 0.005983 0.004682 0.004157 0.001192 
16 0.012675493 0.011087 0.01057 0.008091 0.008433 0.005002 0.002125 

year company8 company9 company10 company 11 company12 company 13 company14 
07 0.00539 -0.00093 -0.13729 -0.00515 -0.17881 -0.10634 -0.06375 
08 0.054758 -0.03108 -0.11833 -0.00456 -0.17072 -0.1484 -0.2736 
09 0.001487 -0.00849 -0.09078 -0.00221 -0.15583 -0.0466 -0.25375 
10 0.015754 0.023214 -0.04625 0.000536 -0.09921 -0.01407 -0.06646 
11 -0.0004 0.014555 -0.03208 -0.00362 -0.12623 -0.04089 -0.03875 
12 0.003494 0.005106 0.007854 -0.00127 -0.08934 0.012952 0.022217 
13 0.003755 0.01583 0.011946 0.001732 -0.02648 0.014144 0.054205 
14 0.01089 0.012599 0.01851 0.00178 0.000737 0.004466 0.006346 
15 0.004704 0.0144 0.013213 0.003644 -0.04478 0.003235 0.012538 
16 0.014134 0.014285 0.007156 0.005184 -0.02291 0.008036 0.019989 

Note: please refer to table 1 for company name. 

 

Table 5. ROC values of property insurance companies 

year company15 company16 company17 company 
18 

company19 company 20 Company21 

07 77365.13 2672.41 2045.6 4444.12 18167.16 11419.71 6154.2 
08 79510.26 5166.43 3217.41 6795 23185.41 14111.78 8115.58 
09 101638 13483.25 7153.07 10269.74 36984 24176.69 20280.36 
10 128833 19775.84 14869.33 13195.13 39458 31061.89 24113.66 
11 144251 22353.74 16970.21 12687.05 36262 37911.87 31372.57 
12 165383.18 23144.64 14849.16 12288.61 45342 50667.17 18196.38 
13 203557.01 25770.14 17308.25 14522.35 64747 78861.14 14778.51 
14 265643.73 32609.8 22717.23 17499.11 85259 108648.34 11146.03 
15 290424.18 38679.55 24886.48 32774.66 10547.16 134933.72 12684.29 
16 319424.14 42013.41 25506.27 37920.23 15382.39 159003.09 13459.5 

year company22 company 
23 

company 
24 

company 
25 

company 
26 

company 
27 

company 
28 

company 
29 

07 1434.37 1564.49 1026.01 247.5 901.83 348.27 272.76 341.3 
08 4983.25 2002.57 1114.79 586.22 1073.29 374.39 332.95 422.92 
09 17870.46 3857.88 1545.25 642.03 1408.31 600.48 453.35 499.38 
10 44723.49 8097.92 2633.92 656.98 1722.36 683 521.62 736.65 
11 40532.77 7026.19 3667.62 778.98 1861.77 919.71 602.71 841.19 
12 30409.19 6711.48 5849.9 804.32 1785.13 1037.67 914.28 1098.41 
13 19204.75 8432.23 6822.24 910.72 1964.63 1205.16 896.72 1238.84 
14 11323.47 10031.85 7190.77 1103.75 2112.66 1331.97 1104.65 1551.98 
15 11146.73 10253.09 8081.99 1225.68 2284.49 1535.93 1388.8 1832.45 
16 12045.88 10392.63 7630.99 1546.06 2719.21 1639.37 2528.85 2336.34 

Note: please refer to table 1 for company name. 

The level of loss rate can be approximated by the negative value of ROC. In order to reasonably 

measure the risk, TailVaR's risk confidence level is chosen as 99.9%.According to the ROC value 
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measured in formula (8)and Table 4 and Table 5, the TailVaR value of major Chinese insurance 

companies can be obtained by using SPSS21.0 and EXCEL software, as shown in Table 6: 

 

Table 6. TailVaR values of major Chinese insurance companies 

Company code mean variance 1%TailVaR Whether the mean is 
zero 

1.China Life Insurance 0.015436 0.0088339 0.008108 no 
2.Ping An Life Insurance 0.011296 0.0063326 0.005581 no 
3.China Pacific Life Insurance 0.008824 0.0069558 0.009714 no 
4.New China Life Insurance 0.005005 0.0062240 0.011584 no 
5.Taikang Life Insurance 0.007629 0.0056957 0.007551 no 
6.Tai Ping Life 0.0224 0.03036 0.058499 no 
7.Minsheng Life 0.0233 0.02956 0.055504 no 
8.AIA Life 0.0125 0.01657 0.031683 no 
9.China Hong Life 0.0145 0.01577 0.02756 no 
10.Prudential Life -0.036605 0.0592861 0.194615 year 
11.Sino Italian Life Insurance 0.0029 0.00403 0.007827 no 
12.Haier New York Life -0.091359 0.0657694 0.266648 year 
13.Sino British Life -0.031347 0.0557856 0.180026 year 
14.Met Life -0.058102 0.1152285 0.365208 year 
15.People’s Insurance of China 0.017057 0.0141207 0.02057749 no 

16. People’s Reinsurance of China 0.025235545 0.01414048 0.01245165
2 no 

17.China Land Property Insurance 0.013081809 0.05323233 0.14187481
7 year 

18.China United Insurance -0.00612442 0.10484317 0.27942801 year 

19.China Pacific Insurance 0.06683 0.0803877 0.14741929
8 no 

20.China Ping An Property Insurance 0.026662708 0.01452299 0.01204396
7 no 

21.Huatai Property Insurance 0.022751 0.0199083 0.03030860
1 no 

22.Huaan Property Insurance 0.014877723 0.01318116 0.02025269
3 no 

23.Yongan Property Insurance 0.049251847 0.06866801 0.13376213
4 no 

24.Yongcheng Property Insurance 0.009135165 0.01053441 0.01894115
2 no 

25.Japanese Property Insurance -0.012638742 0.03931756 0.10478915
3 year 

26.Maya Property Insurance 0.017469069 0.02385999 0.04612257 no 

27.Allianz Insurance -0.027847 0.0442882 0.11803691
1 year 

28.Sanxing Fire at Sea 0.060735 0.0329506 0.02708493
9 no 

29.Sumitomo Mitsui Maritime Fire 0.019993 0.0244635 0.04520712 no 
Further, the annual total assets of each company are multiplied by TailVaR probability value to 

obtain the actual amount of capital, i.e. economic capital, which can cover unexpected losses at a 

confidence level of 99.9%. The calculation results are shown in Table 7 and Table 8: 
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Table 7. Estimated economic capital of life insurance companies  
(unit: million yuan) 

year company1 company 2 company 3 company 4 company 5 company 6 company 7 
07 3306.094451 1129.744 889.2866 460.8389 302.6936 720.7338 140.283 
08 4230.987205 1399.868 1247.113 701.561 419.5111 1293.16 115.0717 
09 5726.351599 1792.713 1531.204 1212.395 685.7402 1887.706 154.7888 
10 7253.79276 2336.676 2245.238 1497.635 1036.531 2603.537 369.2631 
11 8017.801188 2639.594 2527.081 1911.326 1449.705 3504.878 622.9005 
12 9942.962639 3329.56 3007.973 2392.709 1525.011 4663.079 791.3669 
13 11437.51619 4250.981 3681.258 3526.647 2216.21 6529.655 1194.848 
14 12842.92618 4742.79 4474.729 4478.155 2651.113 7757.066 1666.457 
15 15397.14011 5787.737 5421.377 5717.235 3139.091 9880.554 2352.815 
16 15997.36324 6497.989 5715.761 6553.835 3333.979 12088.11 2275.967 

year company 8 company 9 company 10 company 11 company 12 company 13 company 14 
07 400.4364 44.48428 186.1684 92.23254 81.43423 95.56706 171.8635 
08 565.0313 56.76843 308.5129 178.2552 125.5138 217.8302 161.0478 
09 772.8384 78.32254 546.7504 197.0041 180.1792 463.0479 204.8053 
10 1001.876 105.3178 1042.601 224.317 258.6537 1248.404 698.4065 
11 1106.704 128.908 1470.028 230.2311 315.031 1510.263 934.0865 
12 1335.193 163.4377 2167.519 268.4664 346.7701 2166.563 1494.079 
13 1551.409 214.4754 2997.838 309.0155 382.8876 2768.733 1570.999 
14 1688.304 252.928 3375.134 304.1308 560.9043 3444.765 4403.315 
15 2008.4 303.523 4393.021 329.5238 639.4507 3777.476 5791.75 
16 2212.603 352.362 5539.126 331.3053 762.2687 3886.185 7414.591 

Note: please refer to table 1 for company name. 

 

Table 8. Estimated economic capital of property insurance companies 
(unit: million yuan) 

year company15 company 16 company 17 company 18 company 19 company 20 company 21 
07 1591.9802 33.2759 290.2191 1241.8116 2678.19 137.5386 186.5252 
08 1636.1216 64.3306 456.4695 1898.7133 3417.9769 169.9618 245.9719 
09 2091.4549 167.889 1014.84 2869.653 5452.1553 291.1833 614.6693 
10 2651.0598 246.242 2109.583 3687.0889 5816.8707 374.1084 730.8513 
11 2968.3235 278.341 2407.645 3545.1171 5345.7186 456.6093 950.8587 
12 3403.1707 288.189 2106.722 3433.7818 6684.2858 610.2337 551.5068 
13 4188.6923 320.881 2455.605 4057.9514 9544.9573 949.801 447.916 
14 5466.2812 406.046 3223.003 4889.7415 12568.822 1308.557 337.8206 
15 5976.2007 481.624 3530.765 9158.158 1554.8549 1625.137 384.4431 
16 6572.947 523.136 3618.697 10595.974 2267.6611 1915.028 407.9386 

year company 22 company 
23 

company 
24 

company 
25 

company 
26 

company 
27 

company 
28 

company 
29 

07 29.050 209.270 19.434 25.935 41.595 41.109 7.388 15.429 
08 100.924 267.868 21.115 61.429 49.503 44.192 9.018 19.119 
09 361.925 516.038 29.269 67.278 64.955 70.879 12.279 22.576 
10 905.771 1083.195 49.889 68.844 79.440 80.619 14.128 33.302 
11 820.898 939.838 69.469 81.629 85.870 108.560 16.324 38.028 
12 615.868 897.742 110.804 84.284 82.335 122.483 24.763 49.656 
13 388.948 1127.913 129.221 95.434 90.614 142.253 24.288 56.004 
14 229.331 1341.882 136.201 115.661 97.441 157.222 29.919 70.161 
15 225.751 1371.475 153.082 128.438 105.367 181.296 37.616 82.840 
16 243.962 1390.14 144.540 162.010 125.417 193.506 68.494 105.619 

Note: please refer to table 1 for company name. 
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Finally, by comparing the estimated economic capital of insurance companies calculated in Table 7 

and Table 8 with the total assets, the ratio of economic capital to total assets of insurance companies 

can be obtained, as shown in Table 9: 

Table 9.29 economic capital and total assets of insurance companies 

China Life Insurance Chinese life 
Insurance 0.81% People’s Insurance of 

China 
Chinese 

insurance 2.06% 

Ping An Life insurance Chinese life 
Insurance 0.56% People’s reinsurance of 

China 
Chinese life 

insurance 1.25% 

China Pacific Life 
Insurance 

Chinese life 
insurance 0.97% China land property 

insurance 
Chinese 

insurance 14.19% 

New China Life 
Insurance 

Chinese life 
insurance 1.16% China United Insurance Chinese 

insurance 27.94% 

Taikang Life Insurance Chinese life 
insurance 0.76% China Pacific Insurance Chinese 

insurance 14.74% 

Tai Ping Life Chinese life 
insurance 5.85% China Ping An Property 

Insurance 
Chinese 

insurance 1.2% 

Minsheng Life Chinese life 
insurance 5.56% Huatai Property 

Insurance 
Chinese 

insurance 3.03% 

AIA Life Foreign Chinese 
life insurance 3.17% Huaan Property 

Insurance 
Chinese 

insurance 2.03% 

China Hong Life Foreign Chinese 
life insurance 2.76% Yongan Property 

Insurance 
Chinese 

insurance 13.38% 

Prudential Life Foreign Chinese 
life insurance 19.46% Yongcheng Property 

Insurance property 1.89% 

Sino Italian life 
Insurance 

Foreign Chinese 
life insurance 0.78% Japanese Property 

Insurance property 10.45% 

Haier New York Life Foreign Chinese 
life insurance 26.675 Maya Property 

Insurance property 4.61% 

Sino British Life Foreign Chinese 
life insurance 18% Allianz Insurance property 11.8% 

Met Life Foreign Chinese 
life insurance 36.52% Sanxing Fire at Sea property 2.71% 

 Sumitomo Mitsui 
Maritime Fire property 4.52% 

Conclusions and recommendations  

The insurance company of China economic capital in the case of a significant level of 1%, the 

amount of economic capital accounts for about 1.7% of total assets. This conclusion can be applied 

to the internal management of an insurance company. For example, the actual solvency of an 

insurance company is less than 1.7% of the total assets, indicating that its solvency level should play 

an important role in maintaining the current risk level.  

As can be seen from Table 9, among all the life insurance companies, China life, ping an life, 

Pacific life, new China life, taikang life and zhongyi life, 5 Chinese life insurance companies and 1 

foreign life insurance company have insufficient solvency, which is less than 1.7% of the total assets. 

Although these five Chinese life insurance companies account for 42.59% of the total insurance 

market share, their solvency is a little insufficient. This phenomenon should be paid attention to. In 

contrast, China property reinsurance and ping an property insurance both have economic capital of 

less than 1.7% of total assets, which indicates that they are facing great unexpected risk shocks. On 
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the whole, property insurance companies are better at resisting risks than life insurance companies. 

No matter property insurance companies or life insurance companies, foreign insurance companies 

are better at resisting risks than Chinese insurance companies. From the overall situation of 29 

Chinese insurance companies, the economic capital of these 8 companies accounting for less than 

1.7% of the total assets, accounting for about 65% of the total market share of the insurance industry, 

it can be seen that the overall insurance industry is faced with insufficient solvency. Especially for 

the development of Chinese life insurance companies, it is necessary to strengthen the optimization 

of their own balance sheet structure, have a more stable and sustainable cash flow, and prevent the 

huge fluctuations in the company's business performance from bringing adverse effects on the 

company's operation. Therefore, insurance companies should strengthen the operation management, 

adjust the risk structure, maintain the safety of the company's operation, improve the measurement 

of economic capital of insurance companies, and constantly establish and improve the risk 

management system. 

Fund project 

 Phased achievement of Youth Fund Project of Shandong Social Science Planning (18DJJJ04); 

Findings of Shandong Jiaotong University Doctoral Research Initiation Fund ； Phased 

achievements of 2018 Shandong Jiaotong University School Level Teaching Reform Research 

Project(2018ZD16) 
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